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Bokareva G., Komarnickaya E.
Functional - Variation model proforientirovannogo methodological support of educational process in a multidisciplinary college
The article describes the functional - Variation model proforientirovannogo methodological support of educational process in a multidisciplinary college, an analysis of the problem of methodological support of educational process in the scientific literature
Keywords: methodological support; multi-college; the learning process; functional - Variation Model

Blinov A., Bryuhanov V., Kolina T.,
Intellectualization of education as a condition of its modernization
The article discusses tendencies of education intellectualization in modern economic conditions and their influence on state modernization
Keywords: intellectualization, professional approach, economy, social system, creative activities.

Gudkov A., Nedostup A., Ustich V.
Problems of the development of basic educational programs of higher education in accordance FSES HPE third generation
In article tendencies in development of curricula of the basic educational programs under federal state educational standards of the higher professional education are considered
Keywords: the curriculum; the basic educational program of the higher professional education; test unit

Rudinskiy I. Ziboreva N.
On the automation of test items
The basics of automated tests composition. Describe how the generation of test tasks and basic tasks to be the originator test
Keywords: knowledge control testing; test items generation; the volume of the test; pedagogy

Lezina O.
Knowledge management in a department of university
In article process of formation of a pedagogical knowledge management system in a department of Sociology and Management of the Moscow Automobile and Road Construction State Technical University (MADI) is considered. The system model of considered processes is presented. This model consists of three hierarchical levels: level of knowledge transformation, holistic model of knowledge management and level of the basic components of knowledge management. The Educational and Methodical System of the Human resources speciality as the basis for practical realization of model is chosen. A main component of the Educational and Methodical System is the subject ontology, which represents synergy union of thesauruses of separate academic disciplines
Keywords: knowledge management; university; department; model; methodology; educational and methodical system; thesaurus

Smurydin V.
The testing as a form of resulting knowledge control
In the paper comparative analysis of resulting knowledge control carried out by testing method is presented
Keywords: physics; examination; test; mastering; analysis; knowledge; control; estimation
Rudinskiy I., Solovey M.

About one approach to integration of professional competences in sphere of financial management and information and communication technologies

Approaches to creation of professional competences in sphere of information and communication technologies through integration of disciplines are considered. Processes of formation of interdisciplinary communications are considered. Recommendations about creation of the integrated part of several courses are described.

Keywords: professional competence; the information-communication technologies; the integrated part of courses; the educational standard

Seryh A., Lifincev D., Lifinceva A.

Socio-educational activities in micro social environment: from groups to social networks

The article discusses the features of the socio-educational activities in micro social environment, in particular the problem of organizing social support networks.

Keywords: social pedagogy; social work; social network; social support

Krasovskiy A.

Methodology approaches to the develop mechanisms to ensure regional security (on an example of the Kaliningrad region)

In article the methodology and approaches to working out of mechanisms of maintenance of regional safety directed on creation of conditions for steady, safe development of the Russian territory on Baltic are investigated.

Keywords: region; a direction; the Baltic direction; national interests; the vital interests

Altunina V.

The international experience of realization of educational multilevel system

The article provides the analysis of the experience of Higher education two-level system realization in the U.S. and the leading countries of E.U.

Keywords: two-level system of education; Higher education integration; Bologna convention.

Chuksina I.

Didactical how to use the Internet in teaching foreign language

Internet is considered as the most important factor of motivation in studying foreign languages were described its advantages not only as deliver of content, but also as new communicative teaching sphere. The article contains principles of using teaching Internet-recourses.

Keywords: Internet; didactic principles, learning a foreign language, communicative learning environment

Vavilova L., Pavlova J.

The formation of professional identity and development of creative activity of students in the logic of the training project

Described aspects of the preparation of future professionals by the project, which allows performing complex operations to achieve real bottom line - the formation of professional identity

Keywords: project activities; intensification of training; individualization of training; professional identity

Kuznecov E.

On the state of preparedness of future environmental specialist in the field of transportation and control of water transport

The article discusses the current status of environmental readiness of students - future engineer of the water transport mode. The content of axiological, informational and operational components ensuring students' readiness to deal with environmental problems of professional

Keywords: environmental readiness, environmental risks, transport organization, the pedagogical process
Klemencova N.

**Cognitive-communicative status text as the main didactic unit**

Cognitive-communicative aspect of consideration of the text can characterize the it as the main didactic unit, the basis for the formation of foreign-language communication competence, an important component of academic discourse

Keywords: authentic text; didactic; communicative competence; academic discourse

Khatsrinova O., Hannanova-Fahroudinova I.

**Formation of competent professionals Light Industry means of didactic games: methodical aspects**

The paper considers methodical approaches to the development of the business game and its use in the training of light industry

Keywords: professional competence; business game; a specialist light industry; methodical aspect

Kulikova I.

**Pedagogical technology of modulus teaching in higher professional educations**

The application of pedagogical technology of cooperation in the process of modulus teaching of mathematics in higher education establishment is the issue of this article

Keywords: pedagogical technology; mathematical; module; teaching; cooperation knowledge

Magaeva E.

**Technology "Business Project" as a means of formation and development specific thinking in the learning of mathematics**

Cconsiders the technology "Business Project", which forms thinking of future economists

Keywords: business design; educational technology

Volhonrsaya E., Rudenko A., Raratay E.

**Modeling intellectual-developing technology in teaching natural science**

In this article you can find information about the role of mathematical model in cadet’s research activity, which’s major, is 160095 “Technical operation of transport radio-equipment”.

Keywords: mathematical model; model space; professional education

Grebenjuk T., Smirnova I.

**Problems of pedagogical traditions in the theory and practice of vocational education**

The article presents some of the scientific views on the issue of pedagogical traditions, including interpretations of the concept of "tradition", its relation to innovation, the value of tradition to human socialization, etc. The authors point out the diversity of scientific approaches to the study of both the phenomenon and its place in the education system

Keywords: tradition; pedagogical tradition; relation between tradition and innovation

Abramova L.

**Philosophy of education in the context of hermeneutic interpreting pedagogy**

Some aspects of the "philosophy of life" W. Dilthey and his followers on the basis of pedagogy in the "human sciences"

Keywords: philosophy of life science of the spirit; the process of education; pedagogical-sky traditionalism; Hermeneutics

Manuylenko E.

**Philosophical and ontological aspects of research problem of healthy lifestyle**

They are results of theoretical research philosophical, anthropological and ontological bases of healthy lifestyle presented in clause

Keywords: healthy lifestyle, students, value system
Fadeev V., Shchuklinov V.

Influence of motivation training on the formation of professional competence of future professionals border engineering-technical profile in educational institutions the Russian FSB

Deals with the problem, reflecting the modern demands on the level of professional training border guards, determining the necessity of forming a holistic personality traits specialist, as his professional competence

Key words: the problem of concept and technical education, pedagogy, training, formation, and analysis; boundary; theory

Poleshchuk N., Glushchenko A., Murashov A.

The technique of detection of eye domination in visual image perception

The technique of detection of the guiding eye in binocular perception of visual information is offered. The technique is based on the analyses of subjective-objective evaluation of changing dynamics of rotating information object in binocular and monocular (right and left eye separately) observation

Keywords: methods of learning; functional asymmetry; perception of the visual image

Mongina F.

On the social and pedagogical conditions of Russian language teaching foreign students of military high school

The article is devoted to the adaptation process off the foreign students, their being for continuation of the education in military school

Keywords: multyaspect education; spheres of intercourse; linguistic means of intercourse; pedagogic system; corporate solution of the professional education

Gavrilenko T.

Singularities professionally-oriented foreign language communication

Describes opportunities for higher education, which are disclosed in cognitive, cultural, ethical and pedagogical communication paradigm that allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, analysis of creativity, the ability to make correct decisions in non-standard environments

Keywords: foreign language; multicultural and democratic society; linguist poliâzyčnoe; psychological and educational; foundations and its diversity vision

Zhenzheruha R.

Key competences - a new paradigm of education result

In this article are viewed the questions of concept and technologies of specialist socially-professional and information competence development in educational process of higher education institute

Keywords: scientific-pedagogical theory and technology; socio-cultural context

Zaitsev V.

Group training as a form of legal consciousness of future social workers

The article discusses the features of group training as a means of shaping legal consciousness of the future professionals in social work

Keywords: group training; legal awareness; social work

Fadeev A.

Physical Culture and Sports in the reflection socio-humanistic health-oriented education system

We consider the humanistic paradigm of modern Russian education, focused on man as the supreme value of social and spiritual life and attitude towards him as a subject of cognition, communication, communication and creativity

Keywords: humanization; physical culture and sports; scientific and educational theory and
Chernyaeva M.

Simulation of real-game professional space as a condition of formation of social and labor skills for orphans we consider a model of real game-space as a kind of professional career-oriented work with orphans

The model consists of components, which are based components of social and labor skills. The model includes a professional component, the economic component, a component of social and work adaptation and socio-legal component. Professional orientation, based on this model, creates the conditions in which orphans are fully developed, professionally-oriented and integrated into modern society

Keywords: playing professional space, formation, socio-labor competencies; orphans

Skachkov E.

Questions of the integration processes of physical culture of European countries

The article deals with the harmonization of physical culture of the united Europe.

Keywords: United Europe, physical education, the vector model, physical education, integration.

Kosareva I.

The influence of the modern family in the process of socialization of teenagers

In article dependence of process of socialization of teenagers on structurally functional characteristics of modern Russian families is investigated. Necessity of practical research of differentiation of modern families is proved. Results of empirical research are resulted

Keywords: family; socialization; teenager; differentiation; characteristics; technique; correlation; factor; scale; analysis

Ismailov E. Bokarev M.

English in marine education: task-based & communicative approach

The article highlights some of the results of running ESP courses for marine officers at Baltic Center of Engineering Pedagogy in Kaliningrad, Russia

Keywords and phrases: English for Specific Purposes; communicative skills; language proficiency; methodology; competence; approach

Volkogon V, Bokareva G., Bokarev M., Bondarev V.

Didactic-philosophic concept in engineer training

An original didactic-philosophic concept of developing methodological competence of a future engineer is presented in the article

Keywords and phrases: Didactics, Philosophy, knowledge acquisition, perception, methodology, competence, approach